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Painter's Tape - Perfect to protect things you don't want to see painted. This
includes your trim, outlets, switches, etc. It can also be fantastic if you're
going for a unique feature wall! (Make sure you always remove Painter's Tape
on an angle to ensure a perfect line!)
Edging Brush / Edger - Edging Brushes are used by professionals to keep the
paint around doors and frames looking amazing (even without Painter's Tape).
With a steady hand an Edging Brush can be something relatively easy to get a
handle on, but if you're unsure of your skills try an "edger". They're just a few
dollars in the paint section of your local hardware store, but they make
painting around your door frames and windows simple and quick! 
Drop Cloth / Floor Covering & Rags - To best avoid getting paint on your
floor, a drop cloth can be an easy fix!  Rags also come in handy for cleaning
spills or fixing up an unwanted drip. 
Paint Tray - Perfect if you're painting with a roller, a paint try holds your
paint in a size big enough for you to dip your roller into and easily remove
excess. Some trays can hold a full gallon of paint. They're relatively
inexpensive, and can be equipped with liners if you plan to switch between
colours during your painting session. 
Paint Rollers & Refills  - Paint Rollers are essential when doing a large room,
because painting a whole room by hand with a small brush would be
exhausting and get streaks everywhere. A roller allows you to cover a larger
amount of the room with less work, and less streaks!  Roller refills are
additional paint rollers that come in handy when your roller gets ragged. 
Ladder- Even a small step-ladder can be helpful for getting hard-to-reach
spots or edging along your ceiling. 
Small Brushes - There is always detail work. A small brush will come in
handy for some of the hard-to-reach spots, or small detailed things that you
need to paint. 
Elastic Band - Strap a large elastic around your paint can to help you get rid
of excess paint before you put your brush to the wall. This will help reduce
the possibility of unsightly drips in your painting job. 
Paint Stir Stick - Making sure you stir your paint thoroughly before you
start, and stir again every once and a while can help keep your colour true
throughout your project. 
 Paint Thinner - Paint thinners can help clean up paint, and thin your paint
if you only need a light layer, etc. 

It's always important to have the right tools for the
job - painting is no different. Here are some of the

tools you'll need and some more information on what
they're for! 
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Ten "Must Have" Tools



Your space can't be finished finely if you don't take the time
to prepare your space in advance of painting. 

It's imperative that you spend time filling holes with spackle, 
or sanding down rough patches. Dust the walls, or clean walls in rooms

like the kitchen or bathroom (and give them time to dry).
 

Scrape away any dry or flaking paint 
 

Make sure you remove the covers on your light switches and outlets,
and take the time to tape off your trim, wall sconces, and anything

else that could get in the way of your brush.
 

It's best to remove as much furniture as possible, or at least move it to
the centre of the room (away from the walls). This not only protects

your furniture but also gives you more space to work! 
 

These preparations may seem intense, but they'll give you a much
better look than you'll get if you forgo them. 

Prepare Your Space



Some people walk into a hardware store, pick up a paint chip, and
immediately choose that colour for their space. 

Something that many people don't realize is that the colour of your
walls will adapt within your space. 

Colours won't always be true to the chip you see in the store - because
the colour chips in the store are very carefully lit to bring out the

"best" in each shade. 
If you have a very well lit room, that stays well lit at all times of day,

you may get the same colour that you see on the paint chip. 
 

For those who aren't sure about their lighting, the best option is to
invest a few dollars into a paint sample. Paint samples are usually
quite affordable, and you should pick a few using different chips

you're interested in (don't be afraid to try different paint brands as
well). 

 
Using a small section of your wall, test the paint colours by painting a
square and letting it dry. Come back to the colour at different times
of day, and with different lights on and ensure you love it. After all,

you have to live with it. 
 

If you're in a rental space or don't want to put paint on the wall, tape
your paint chips up for a few nights. This will at least give you an

idea of the colour in different lighting, etc. 

Picking Your Paint
Colour



Choosing The Right
Finish

The magic to any room is a good foundation - and the foundation is
your colour choice. 

 
Colours aren't the only important thing when choosing your paint,

however. You also want to ensure you choose the right paint finish for
your space. 

 
Use the handy chart below to find the best finish for your project!



Use Primer - Paint-and-primer combinations are terrific if you
already have a clean, smooth surface. If you haven't painted the
wall in the better part of the decade, if there are any issues with

your wall, or if you're trying to cover a high-gloss paint, a separate
primer will save you time in the long run. 

Paint from Top to Bottom - If you're also doing your ceiling,
always do the ceiling first (as small bits of paint will mist down

onto your walls), Then, do the edging from your room, and finally,
start your roller at the top of the room. painting from the top will

allow you to catch drips as you go. 
Get Your Paint In One Batch - Measure your space before you
buy paint and ask your paint-store professional how much they

think you'll need - then buy that amount in a larger can. This will
allow the colour to stay true to the whole mix, rather than having
to run back and hope the colour is identical in a second, or third

can.
Use the "W" motion, and let your roller do the work - Painting

with a W pattern with your roller will give you a smooth finish
without looking overly patchy. Let your roller do the work too.

Modern paint formulas are made to be easier, so save yourself back
pain and don't use too much pressure when painting. 

These are some tips from professionals on how you can paint like them
to get a fantastic paint job every time. 
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Painting Techniques
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Prep your roller - let warm
water flow over your hand and
brush the roller with it - then
spin it to let it dry. Prepping

your roller this way allows it to
absorb paint better. 

 
Attach a broom handle to your
roller - this is a great way to get

a long roller on a budget.
Attach a push broom handle to

your short paint roller. 
 

Use a Swiffer to quickly &
easily dust walls before

painting 
 

Scrape rollers with a putty
knife above your can and get

the excess paint ready to reuse
before cleaning up for the

night. Not only does this save
paint, but it makes the rollers

easier to clean. 
 

You'll Find 100's of "Hacks" online for just about every project - some
that work fantastically and some that flop. We'll tell you the best and

worst "Painting Hacks" we could find online! 
 
 

Paint Hacks That Work

Using a plastic bag as a paint
tray liner is bad for your finish
and bad for the environment.
Paint trays (and liners) aren't

terribly expensive, and they're
built for painting. Plastic bags
don't have the same texture. 

 
Another paint-tray-liner

candidate that you should leave
behind is aluminum foil. Not
only can the texture add a

weird look to your space, the
aluminum can react with

certain types of paint and cause
streaking. 

 
Adding vanilla extract to your
paint for a better smell. While
it sounds like a "sweet" idea, if

not mixed properly this can
impact your paint job! 

 

BEST WORST



Fixing Mistakes
Now that you've finished painting your space, you've noticed a huge

mistake! 
Whether there's a part you forgot to sand, or a poorly painted part,

here are some tips that can help you make the most out of your hours
of hard work. 

Below you'll find some of the more common mistakes and your best
bet for fixing them

 
You Didn't Sand Before Painting And There's A Rough Spot
Sadly, sanding now isn't going to do anything except ruin your

finished paint job. 
You have a few options. You can try to forget about it, and have a
rough spot on your wall. You can hang something in front of it, or

position furniture in a way that hides it. 
But, in the end, it's sometimes easiest to just sand things down and

repaint that whole wall. 
 

You've Done A Terrible Job At Painting
Drips, light spots, steaks. 

After your space fully dries it looks like a mess! 
The best bet after this is to paint a light coat over top to try and fill

out some of the spaces and even the tone on the walls. 
Adding a layer may make it so that you never notice that it was a bad

paint job in the first place! 
At the end of the day, the best bet may just be to re-do it. 

If you're not the best person for the job, it may save you a headache to
hire a professional.

 
You Got Paint On Your Floors

For latex paints, clean it up quickly with water and a damp rag. 
If that doesn't do the trick, denatured alcohol may be your best bet. 

Using an oil-based paint? If you can clean it up quickly, odorless
mineral spirits may help. 

The paint has already dried? Boiled Linseed Oil should help!
If all else fails, you may have to break out the paint remover - but it's

best to avoid that for your health and the health of your floors!



You're moving a piece of furniture and nick the wall, or a chip
happens in a hard to reach spot. Maybe your Magic Eraser lost some

magic and altered your paint colour. 
The best question is: how do you fix the small spots without repainting

your whole house? 
 

The first step lies in preparation: 
When you're painting your house, use the end of a pencil to put a dot

of paint on top of your paint can (some paint stores will do this for
you) so you know the colour. Then, write in permanent marker on the

lid and on the paint can which room you painted that colour. 
Future you will appreciate the help, and if you move, the next

homeowner will appreciate it too! 
 

Used all the paint? 
Take a picture of the paint code, brand, name of the colour and the

can. That will help you get the right paint in the future if you need a
touch up! Not all paints are created equal.

Maintenance



Thank you so much for downloading
this guide, and I hope you'll find it's a

fantastic resource for your painting
projects now and in the future. 

 
I'd be thrilled to answer your

questions, get you in touch with a local
painting professional, or help you
create the space of your dreams. 

 
Cheers, 

Questions?

Contact Me
Patrine@PatrineFrey.com

www.patrinefrey.com
519-535-7939

Patrine


